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My experience in opera started when I fell in love with the 

genre as an 11-year-old seeing a production of Le Nozze di Figaro. 

I am a composer, primarily of vocal music - my output stands at 12 

operas and 189 songs, among other works. I work actively as a 

collaborative pianist and opera coach in NYC. I coach at Mannes 

School of Music and am the assistant music director at BARN 

OPERA. Whenever I work on a beloved piece in the canon that in 

today’s age feels outdated or problematic, I always try to pin-point 

why I feel that way. Today, I encourage you to critically think about 

TDO’s production of George Bizet’s Les pêcheurs de perles.  

The opera has rightfully earned its place in the repertoire on the merits of its wonderful score. However, dig just 

below the surface and you will find a narrative that is rife with cultural appropriation from a colonialist perspective, 

problematic gender roles, and straight washing. As a queer person-of-color with a Sri Lankan mother (the libretto sets the 

story in Ceylon, which is the name colonizers gave it), I feel the story of religion, loyalty, friendship, and desire presents a 

lot of issues for the South Asian community. Yes, pearl fishing is very much a thing in Sri Lanka. The island-nation is 

commonly referred to as the “pearl of the Indian Ocean” because of the pearl fisheries. Yet, the temples, Brahmas, and 

cities with Buddhist iconography such as Kandy are trivialized in the plot. Bizet mixes up traditions within Hinduism and 

Buddhism (which are different sects of Sri Lankan culture), problems stemming from the work’s librettists, Eugène 

Cormon and Michel Carré. None of the character’s names are actually of Sri Lankan origin - all of the names are either of 

Arabic or Indian origin. The story is entirely fictional and not based on any historical incident. However, just because it is 

fictitious does not mean it does not affect the South Asian community.  

A culture with an ingrained caste system and conservative views of sexuality, Les pêcheurs de perles propagates 

problematic and violent tropes within Sri Lankan culture. The clearly queer undertones of the narrative, present in the 

constant theme of friendship (i.e. “Au fond du temple saint"), are never fully addressed. The depiction of females is done 

through the male gaze. Leila’s status as a virgin priestess is fetishized by the men who surround her. From its design to its 

casting, Les pêcheurs de perles must be recontextualized for today’s modern world. Involving South Asian artists in all 

elements of this piece is an important first step in decolonizing the opera. Providing an accurate context for religion, 

culture, and identity is culturally sensitive and respectful of the South Asian community, which is quite widespread in the 

Dallas area.   

Our industry has many discussions about how opera’s storytelling comes at the expense of Black and East Asian 

communities with masterworks such as Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess and Puccini’s Madama Butterfly. It is time for South 

Asians and the opera industry to have the same discussions about works such as Les pêcheurs de perles. I am not calling 

for a boycott of any of these pieces - rather, we should continue to enjoy the music that inspired many artists, including 

myself, to devote their life work to the field. However, we must be honest with ourselves as we address the hard questions 

that such works bring up for all of our communities.  

 

This perspectives article is presented as a component of 
The Pearl Fishers Connections for The Dallas Opera. 
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